Read with
your Ears!
Great audiobooks
for young readers.

Grades 4 - 5
Dragon Rider by Cornelia Funke, narrated by Brendan Fraser
Dragons are being threatened and must return to their
ancestral home. But where is it? Actor Brendan Fraser
creates a diverse cast of human and magical characters to
delight listeners.
Gregor the Overlander by Suzanne Collins,
narrated by Paul Boehmer
Reluctant hero, Gregor, follows his little sister down the
laundry room drain to discover that he has must play
central part in saving humankind from the terrible warrior
rats of Underland. Boehmer gives personality to every
creature, even the cockroaches!
Igraine the Brave by Cornelia Funke,
narrated by Xanthe Elbrick
Poor Igraine. She comes from a long line of magicians,
but all she wants is to become a knight. Xanthe Elbrick’s
splendid variety of voices enlivens the entire kingdom as
Igraine puts her training to the test.
Into the Land of the Unicorn by Bruce Coville, narrated by
Bruce Coville and the Full Cast Family
A mysterious amulet sends Cara off to the magical world of
Luster, where each fantastical creature and every perilous
adventure comes alive through the voices of the full cast.

Moving Day, Allie Finkle’s Rules for Girls, Book 1
by Meg Cabot, narrated by Tara Sands
Sands’ vocal recreation of Allie and her world will make
listeners think they’ve tumbled right into Allie’s life as the
rule-loving nine-year-old deals with losing and making
new friends.
No Talking by Andrew Clements, narrated by Keith Nobbs
The 5th grade “unshushables” declare a war of silence when
the boys and girls challenge each other to see which can
say the fewest words. Nobbs’ narration brings out all the
humor of both students and staff in this engaging school
story.
Over Sea, Under Stone (Book 1 of the Dark Is Rising
sequence) by Susan Cooper, narrated by Alex Jennings
When the Drew children discover an ancient map in
their vacation home, they join forces with their Great
Uncle Merry to defeat the forces of the Dark. British
actor Jennings brings considerable skill to his reading,
heightening the tension of the first book in this classic
fantasy series.
The Problem with the Puddles by Kate Feiffer,
narrated by Halley Feiffer
Heading back to the city from their vacation home in
the country, the Puddles realize they have left their dogs
behind. The hilarious alternate stories of the Puddles
and their dogs, Big Sally and Little Sally, are narrated
to perfection through Halley Feiffer’s creation of every
eccentric character – each one sillier and more bizarre than
the next.
The Ruins of Gorlan, Ranger’s Apprentice, Book 1
by John Flanagan, narrated by John Keating
Hoping to become a knight, Will is apprenticed instead to
a Ranger, and discovers that he excels at the stealth and
cunning needed for members of this corps that keeps the
kingdom safe. Keating easily differentiates among the many
characters that gather in this battle of good against evil.

James and the Giant Peach by Roald Dahl,
narrated by Jeremy Irons
A perfect sense of pitch and timing make Jeremy Irons’
reading of Dahl’s classic a real treat. Join James and some
remarkable insects as he escapes his abusive aunts by
fleeing inside a giant peach.
Marley: A Dog Like No Other by John Grogan, narrated by
Neil Patrick Harris
Harris must be a dog-lover! His affection for Marley shines
through his performance of this adaptation for children of
Grogan’s Marley and Me. The whole family will laugh and
cry along with this one.
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